CROSSWORD
No. 15,512 Set by PETO

ACROSS
1. Not as heavy as a barge (7)
5. Decorated with crude tapestries originally (7)
9. In prison Ellen oddly neglected to be attentive to personal hygiene (5)
10. Dido bears outrageously fierce verbal attack (9)
11. Forms filled in by a nurse have ultimately to be understandable (4,5)
12. Daughter following Native American system of belief (5)
13. Lie about taking fellow’s sock (4)
15. The head boy initially missing on account of a violent beating (4-4)
18. Resent having to plead with Dickens character (8)
19. Learning about depressed wife leaving earlier (4)
22. Holy man unhappy with homoerotic urges at first (5)
24. Start game uncertain of plan (9)
26. Damage the reputation of princess’s attendant over a bit of rowdiness (9)
27. Meeting place for American soldiers in Georgia (5)
28. Disgusting display of emotion seen by former pupil (7)
29. Meaning to keep page on Russia’s foremost poet (7)

DOWN
1. They stand in place around front of mausoleum (6)
2. European enthusiasm for weapon employed in naval warfare (5,4)
3. It’s loosely about a French city (5)
4. Cross to receive bishop in house of famous outlaw (5,4)
5. Complete dump by the sound of it (5)
6. Favouring traditional methods of former coach (3,6)
7. Spain forbidding earlier form of dance music (5)
8. Aim to block shot with it (6)
14. Lucky on account of letter to the head being withdrawn (9)
16. Depressing to find what supporters of those losing may do (9)
17. Shocking for fellow taken in by Georgia over promises to pay (9)
20. Familiar with American chaps ignoring Miles (4,2)
21. Damage caused by mischievous child is on display (6)
23. Records showing Head of Charterhouse residing in town (5)
24. Penny joins Bill in the London area for a short time (5)
25. Make fun of supporters on the radio (5)

Solution 15,511

GESTICULATE ASS
OPEN PRSVI
PETALS SEMAPHORE
LETTERICS
ABOUT FACE OVERT
CRINGSNTA
ENTITEL TRAP
SETEEQFGO
ASIISOVERLAP
QJTNOCHE
UNARM ON THE TURN
TRAIGNERS
Caretaker thigh
HCE OESO
ENDHERO WORSHIP